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drama series could be sold for adaptation to
international broadcasters who would subsequently
fund British/foreign co-production. “BBC Flim Flam
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production house. Working with the commissioning
editorial staff, he will be designing a number of pilot

scripts over the coming months which will hopefully be
tested out during a series of workshops with industry

professionals in August 2014. The aim of the
workshops is to determine what is going to be the best
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r.Details Two-day gluttonous eating extravaganza with
a full menu to choose from. First come, first serve to
ensure you don’t have to wait in line. Sample over 20
diverse wines and meals from a menu of American,
British and International cuisine. Talk to the chef or
walk into your choice of a fully stocked wine bar to
pick out your perfect pairing. We'll have beer, wine,
cocktails, premium chocolate and coffee on hand to
help you keep up your energy while you munch your

way through some of the finest food in the world!
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advance! are no further change except for the update
to ThirdPersonShooter that they want to have made.

We could check in with them and see what their
changes are, but we don't want to get stuck with too
much change too fast if we don't have to. There is no

report on the status of the PS3 port. There was a
mention of the Xbox port being finished, though. I just

wonder why the remaster will be limited to only the
years 2012 and 2013. If the game is any good,
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